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Abstract. Photocatalysts based on metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are very promising due to a combination
of high tuneability and convenient porous structure. Introducing porphyrin units within MOFs is a potential
route to engineer these natural photosynthesis molecular catalysts into artificial photosynthesis
heterogeneous catalysts. Using computer simulations based on density functional theory, we explore how to
modify the electronic structure of porphyrin-based MOFs to make them suitable for the photocatalysis of solar
fuel synthesis via water splitting or carbon dioxide reduction. In particular we have investigated the effect that
Fe substitutions have on the electronic properties of porphyrin-based metal organic frameworks. By aligning
the electron levels with a vacuum reference, we show that Fe at the porphyrin metal centre has the effect of
slightly raising the position of the valence band edge, whereas Fe at the octahedral metal node has the ability
to significantly lower the position of the conduction band edge on the absolute scale. Iron is therefore a very
useful dopant to engineer the band structure and alignment of these MOFs. We find that the porphyrin-based
structure with Al in the octahedral sites and Zn in the porphyrin centres has a band gap that is slightly too wide
to take advantage of visible-light solar radiation, while the structure with Fe in the octahedral sites has
bandgaps that are too narrow for water splitting photocatalysis. We then show that the optimal composition is
achieved by partial substitution of Al by Fe at the octahedral sites, while keeping Zn at the porphyrin centres.
Our study demonstrates that porphyrin-based MOFs can be engineered to display intrinsic photocatalytic
activity in solar fuel synthesis reactions.

INTRODUCTION
The solar-driven synthesis of fuels, such as hydrogen 1,

2

or organic fuels like methanol, 3-5 offers great

potential for clean and renewable energy, so the design of new efficient and visible-light active
photocatalysts for solar fuel synthesis is attracting much research interest. While traditionally inorganic
semiconductor materials have received most attention, there is a growing interest in considering
alternative photocatalytic materials, such as metal-organic frameworks (MOFs). 6-8 MOFs are porous
crystalline materials, created by joining organic linkers through coordination nodes, which can be either
single metal atoms or metal-containing clusters. They are being widely used in fields like adsorption,
separation and catalysis due to their extraordinary properties and versatility. 9-15
In photocatalysis, MOFs offer the potential capability to perform storage and photochemical conversion
of gases in a one-pot approach. The properties of MOFs can be generally tuned by changing the metal
atom at the nodes, the organic linkers, and the topology. It is important to understand how these degrees
of freedom can be used to tailor the electronic properties of MOFs to target particular photocatalytic
reactions. For example, Bordiga, Zecchina and co-workers have found that the Zn-oxocluster in MOF-5
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behaves as a ZnO quantum dot semiconductor, where the terephthalic ligand acts as an antenna,
sensitizing the inorganic unit. 16 Garcia and co-workers showed that such behaviour is responsible for the
observed photocatalytic conversion of phenols using MOF-5.17 Fuentes-Cabrera et al. predicted that in
MOF-5 the substitution of the metal atoms by metals of groups IIA and d10 metals does not change the
band gap.18 If other transition metal atoms, not d10, are introduced, the optical absorption edge (which is
related to the band gap) of MOF-5 can be modified, as revealed by experimental UV-Vis data.19,

20

Gascon et al.21 showed that by modifying the linker properties the overall bandgap of MOF-5 can be
lowered.21 Recently, we have predicted the possibility of finely controlling the electronic structure of
zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs), by following a linker mix-and-match approach.22 We found that
some mixed-linker (e.g. methylimidazole/nitroimidazole) ZIFs exhibit band structure favourable for solar
fuel synthesis photocatalysis.
The present work focuses on the electronic properties of porphyrin-based MOFs (PMOFs). Porphyrins
are heterocyclic macrocycle organic compounds which are an essential part of the chemistry of life. For
example, a Fe-containing porphyrin cycle is responsible for the adsorption of O 2 and CO2 in
haemoglobin, while light absorption in chlorophyll takes place in a Mg-containing porphyrin cycle. Not
surprisingly, porphyrins have been investigated as active molecular centres for artificial photosynthesis, 1,
23-25

and solar cells.26-28 Rosseinsky and co-workers synthesized PMOFs with Al at the metal nodes (Al-

PMOF) which were found to be water-stable.29 In general, MOFs with Al-carboxylate coordination tend to
exhibit very high chemical and thermal stability. 30, 31 In Ref.

29,

the experimental optical spectra of the Al-

PMOF resembles that of the isolated porphyrin, which confers the material an almost molecular
behaviour. The authors also found interesting photocatalytic properties of the PMOF (aided by auxiliary
metal species). It is known that the photocatalytic properties of porphyrin molecules can be modified by
the presence of metal cations within the ring, 32 and metalation of the porphyrin units by Zn and Cu
enhances photocatalytic water splitting 29 and CO2 conversion33, respectively. These observations
motivated our previous study on Al-PMOF,34 in which we performed a detailed analysis of the electronic
structure of Al-PMOF as a function of the metal M substituted in the porphyrin centre (M=Fe, Co, Ni, Cu,
Zn). We found that the energy levels of the frontier orbitals in these materials are in the correct positions
for solar fuel synthesis photocatalysis, although the band gaps obtained were still a bit too wide for
efficient visible-light photocatalysis of water splitting. Transition metal substitutions at the porphyrin
centres did not appreciably change the position of the band edges (except in the case of Fe), therefore
such substitutions offered limited opportunities for band structure tuning. Furthermore, the fact that both
the valence and conduction band edges of Al-PMOFs are localized in the porphyrin units means that
excitations would take place without spatial charge separation, which is not convenient for photocatalysis
as it leads to short electron-hole recombination times.
In this article we report the theoretical investigation of an alternative approach to engineering the
electronic band structure of PMOFs, based on the replacement of the Al cations in the PMOFs’
octahedral sites (the metal nodes) by Fe cations. This is motivated by the recent experimental success in
incorporating iron at both the porphyrin centres and the octahedral sites, 35 as well as by the well-known
ability of transition metal cations to contribute both occupied and unoccupied d levels around the Fermi
energy, thus allowing band gap control. We compare the effects of substituting Fe in the porphyrin and
in the octahedral metal centres, as well as in both simultaneously. Finally, we will argue that the optimal
electronic properties for photocatalysis, in terms of band gaps and band edge positions, is obtained from
partial substitution of the Al cations by Fe in the octahedral sites, while keeping Zn at the porphyrin
centres.
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COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Our calculations focus on the orthorhombic crystal structure of porphyrin-based MOF (PMOF) first
reported by Fateeva et al. 29 The conventional unit cell (space group Cmmm) 29 is shown in Figure 1, with
two porphyrins per unit cell. To reduce computational cost, our calculations were performed in the
primitive cell, which contains only one porphyrin per cell. Our simulations were based on the density
functional theory (DFT), as implemented in the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP). 36-39 For the
geometry optimizations, we used the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with the Perdew-BurkeErnzerhof (PBE) functional, 40 and including Van der Waals (vdW) corrections via the DFT-D2 method of
Grimme.41 In PBE calculations including Fe atoms, a Hubbard correction was applied to the Fe 3d
orbitals, using Dudarev’s approach 42 based on a single parameter Ueff, which was set to 4 eV. This value
has been reported to provide a good description of the electronic structure of iron oxides. 43-45 During
relaxation, forces on atoms were minimized until they were all less than 0.01 eV/Å. After geometry
optimisation, the screened hybrid functional of Heyd, Scuseria and Ernzerhof (HSE06),46, 47 was used to
perform single-point electronic structure calculations (now without U or D2 corrections). The HSE06
functional (25% Hartree-Fock exchange and screening parameter 0.2 Å -1) was chosen, as it provides
bandgaps in closer agreement with experiment than GGA functionals accurate bandgaps for a wide
range of semiconducting solids. 48 This functional has also been shown to provide a good description of
the electronic structure of MOFs. For example, the HSE06 bandgap for Zr-UiO-67 is 3.63 eV, which is in
agreement with the measured bandgaps (3.5–3.68 eV)49; for HKUST-1 the HSE06 band gap is 3.8 eV,
close to the experimental value of 3.6 eV. 50

Figure 1. Perspective view of the conventional unit cell (doubled for clarity) for the porphyrin-based MOF investigated
in this study, indicating the positions of the octahedral metal centre and the porphyrin metal centre. Colour code:
Gray=Carbon, White=Hydrogen, Red=Oxygen, Blue=Nitrogen, Magenta= octahedral metal centre, Green=porphyrin
metal centre. A primitive cell, with half the number of atoms of the orthorhombic cell, was used in our calculations.
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All calculations including Fe allowed for spin polarisation. We systematically investigated all possible spin
states at the Fe centres and report the electronic structure only for the most stable spin state in each
case. However, we did not consider different possible relative orientations of the magnetic moments: all
calculations correspond to ferromagnetic configurations. Although it is likely that the actual structures are
paramagnetically disordered at room temperature, the weak magnetic coupling across distant Fe centres
implies that the simulation results would not be affected by the magnetic order.
The projector augmented wave (PAW) method 51, 52 was used to describe the frozen core electrons (up to
3p for Fe and Zn, up to 2p for Al, and up to 1s for C, N and O) and their interaction with the valence
electrons. The kinetic energy cutoff for the plane-wave basis set expansion was set at 520 eV. A Γcentred grid of k-points was used for integrations in the reciprocal space, where the smallest allowed
spacing between k-points was set at 0.5 Å -1. This corresponds to a k-mesh of 2x2x1 in the reciprocal of
the primitive lattice (3 irreducible points sampled). The small number of irreducible k-points is justified by
the large size of the unit cell; test calculations showed good convergence of total energies and
geometries at that number of k-points. However, since smooth electronic density of state (DOS) plots
cannot be obtained with such small number of k-points, we have also calculated DOS and band
structures at PBE+U using a much denser grid of k-points for comparison (see Results and Discussions
and Supplementary Information). Gaussian smearing with width parameter 0.05 eV was used in all
calculations.
The calculated band energies given in VASP are relative to the average potential in the crystal. To obtain
absolute band energies, which can be used to compare to the potential of the hydrogen and oxygen
evolution reactions, it is necessary to align the band energies with the vacuum scale. In this work we
take the electrostatic potential in the vacuum region located at the middle of the largest pore to be the
vacuum level. This follows the methodology proposed by Butler et al.53 to calculate the vacuum level in
MOF structures. In Ref.53, this procedure led to MOF ionization potentials in good agreement with
experiment. A Python code (MacroDensity) provided by these authors was employed in our calculations
to obtain the potentials.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Crystal structures and relative stabilities
Our energy minimization calculations provide optimised geometries for the four crystal structures formed
by combining two different metal cations in the porphyrin metal centres (M2+ = Zn2+ or Fe2+) with two
different metal cations in the octahedral sites (A 3+ = Al3+ or Fe3+) of the PMOF. To specify each PMOF
composition we will use the notation (A 3+,M2+)PMOF.
Table 1 shows the main geometric properties of these structures. The calculated cell parameters are
close to the experimentally measured values reported for (Al 3+,Zn2+)PMOF and (Fe3+,Fe2+)PMOF.29,

35

Note that, in contrast with our previous theoretical work, 34 where we also considered the
(Al3+,Zn2+)PMOF system, our calculations here include vdW co

rrections, which lead to a small

change of cell volume (0.5-0.8%), reducing the difference between computational and experimental
values from 3.2 to 2.5%. The cell parameters are noticeably affected by the nature of the cation in the
octahedral centre (A3+): the structures with Fe 3+ in the octahedral site have ~5% higher cell volume than
the structure with Al 3+ in the octahedral site. This is in quantitative agreement with the relative values of
the cell volumes found experimentally for (Al 3+,Zn2+)PMOF and (Fe3+,Fe2+)PMOF.29,

35

(Note that the

latter experimental structure is not strictly equivalent to the one modelled by us, because it has pyrazine
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ligands connecting the porphyrins in the direction perpendicular to the porphyrin planes; the presence of
these ancillary ligands can be expected to have little influence on the crystal cell parameters). But the
cell parameters are not significantly affected (less than 0.5%) by the nature of the porphyrin metal centre
(M2+), which can be expected from the fact that the M-N bond distances at the porphyrin centres are
much less variable, due to surrounding rigid structure of the porphyrin, than the A-O distances at the
octahedral centres. The AO6 octahedra exhibit D4h distortions, with two A-O distances (apical) of slightly
shorter length than that of the equatorial A-O distances. The magnitude of the D4h distortion, as given by
the ratio between the apical and equatorial distances, is not affected by the nature of the metal centre (Al
or Fe).
Table 1. Calculated lattice parameters, cell volume and the two perpendicular N-N distances inside the porphyrin. All structures adopt
the orthorhombic space group Cmmm (65), where α=β=γ=90⁰. Available experimental values at room temperature are given in
parenthesis.

Porphyrin

†

Octahedral

Centre

Centre

(M2+)

(A3+)

Zn2+

Al3+

Zn2+

a (Å)

b (Å)

c (Å)

3

V (Å )

Apical

Equat

d [A-O]

d [A-O]

(Å)

(Å)

2.04

1.86

1.93

d [M-N]
(Å)†

32.079

6.687

16.977

3641.5

(31.861)*

(6.601)

(16.895)

(3553.1)

Fe3+

32.297

6.927

17.156

3837.9

2.04

1.96

2.04

Fe2+

Al3+

32.020

6.687

16.958

3631.1

2.00

1.86

1.93

Fe2+

Fe3+

32.249

6.932

17.138

3830.9

2.00

1.96

2.04

(32.355)**

(6.835)

(16.896)

(3736.5)

Average over 4 bonds in the square-planar coordination. *Experimental cell parameters for the (Zn2+, Al3+)-PMOF are taken from Section 8.5 of

the supplementary information of Ref

29

. **Experimental cell parameters for the (Fe2+, Fe3+)-PMOF are taken from those of structure 4B in the

supplementary information of Ref.35 (not identical to the one modelled here due to the presence of ancillary pyrazine ligands in the experimental
structure).

The relative thermodynamic stabilities of these crystal structures can be discussed in terms of their total
energies in comparison with reference phases, for example, the A 2O3 oxide phases. Since both Al 2O3
and Fe2O3 with corundum structure are stable phases, with metal cations octahedrally coordinated to
oxygen as in the PMOF, we consider the energy of the hypothetical cation exchange reaction:
(Al3+, M2+)PMOF + Fe2O3 → (Fe3+, M2+)PMOF + Al2O3,

(where the energy of Fe2O3 is calculated at the antiferromagnetic collinear groundstate, ignoring noncollinear effects).45 The resulting energies per metal A atom, obtained with the dispersion-corrected
PBE+U functional, are 0.35 eV when M=Zn, and 0.14 eV when M=Fe at the porphyrin centre. The
difference between the two values, suggesting that the substitution of Fe in octahedral position is easier
if Fe is also present in the porphyrin centre, is interesting. The experimental synthesis of this structure
using FeCl3 indeed leads to Fe occupying both the octahedral and the porphyrin centres. 35

Electronic structure: comparing Fe substitution in porphyrin and octahedral metal centres
We have previously reported the electronic structure of the “parent” compound (Al3+,Zn2+)PMOF and of
the compound with Fe substituted in the porphyrin metal centres, (Al 3+,Fe2+)PMOF (as well as the effect
of substituting other metals in the porphyrin centres), 34 but we summarise here their main features in

5
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order to establish a comparison with the new materials considered in this study. The electronic density of
states of (Al3+,Zn2+)PMOF (Figure 2a) shows a band gap of ~2.5 eV. Both the valence and conduction
band edges in this structure are contributed by the porphyrin, the occupied 3d orbitals of Zn lie far below
the Fermi level. The substitution of Fe at the porphyrin centres, forming (Al 3+,Fe2+)PMOF, reduces the
band gap by ~0.2 eV, which is due to the appearance of a β-spin Fe 3d level just above the occupied
porphyrin levels (Figure 2b).
The most stable spin state of the Fe 2+ cation at the porphyrin centre is one of intermediate spin (IS), with
magnetic moment μ(=2S)=2μB per Fe2+ cation (4 electrons in α-spin levels, 2 electrons in β-spin levels).
The stability of the IS solution compared to the high-spin state with μ=4μB (0.3 eV per Fe atom above the
groundstate) or low-spin state with μ=0 (1.4 eV per Fe above the groundstate), was explained in Ref.

34

in terms of the levels splitting from the porphyrin ligand field, and is in agreement with previous
theoretical results for porphyrin molecules.54 The substitution of other late 3d transition metals (Co, Ni or
Cu) at the porphyrin centre does not change the bandgap of the corresponding PMOFs to any significant
extent, because their corresponding 3d levels fall below the highest occupied porphyrin levels. 34
As shown in Figure 2c, substituting the Al 3+ cation by Fe3+ in the octahedral metal centre (forming
(Fe3+,Zn2+)PMOF) does have a much stronger effect on the bandgap, which is now reduced to 1.5 eV. In
the (D4h-distorted) octahedral FeO6 coordination, Fe3+ adopts a high-spin state (μ=5μB) where all the αspin levels are occupied and all the β-spin levels are empty (the low-spin state is 0.9 eV per Fe atom
higher in energy). The lowest-lying β-spin levels fall below the porphyrin lowest-unoccupied orbitals, thus
narrowing the band gap with respect to the PMOFs with Al 3+ in the octahedral centre. The observation
that the conduction band edge is now contributed by levels from a reducible metal species (Fe 3+ → Fe2+)
is important from the point of view of potential photocatalytic applications, because it makes easier the
creation of an excited state with electron – hole separation, via the promotion of an electron from the
porphyrin ligand to the metal node. This ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT) is an essential element
for the realisation of photocatalysis in MOFs. 55, 56
Finally, we consider the simultaneous substitution of Fe into both the porphyrin and the octahedral metal
centres, forming (Fe3+,Fe2+)PMOF as in the experimental work by Fateeva et al.. 35 The PMOF with this
composition exhibits a reduced band gap of 1.3 eV, and Figure 2d shows that this results from a
combination of the two effects described above: Fe 2+ in the porphyrin centre raises the valence band
edge by introducing an occupied 3d level, while Fe3+ in the conduction band lowers the conduction band
edge by introducing a low-lying empty 3d level.
We briefly discuss now the precision of our results. The DOS plots reported above are based on
calculations with the screened hybrid functional HSE06, which we know to accurately predict bandgaps
and d-level energies. We used a k-grid that leads to well-converged geometries and total energies.
However, in order to obtain converged DOS plots, a denser k-grid is generally necessary. In standard
DFT calculations (e.g. with the PBE function), the grid of k-points can be easily extended by doing nonselfconsistent calculations at extra k-points based on the charge density obtained with a less dense kgrid. In contrast, if hybrid DFT / Hartree-Fock calculations are performed to evaluate the exchange
contributions, they should be fully self-consistent. Due to the relative large size of our system, using a
much denser k-grid at HSE06 level becomes computationally too expensive. In order to assess the effect
of the k-grid we also calculated both DOS and band structure plots using much denser grids at PBE+U
level (Figure S1 in supplementary information). The qualitative picture emerging from those plots in
terms of the energy position of the Fe 3d levels confirms our conclusions from the HSE06 DOS plots
(Fe2+ in the porphyrin centre contributes the valence band edge, and Fe 3+ in the conduction band
contributes the conduction band edge), although bandgaps are narrower in PBE+U compared with
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HSE06. The band structure and DOS plots evaluated with a dense k-grid also show that the conduction
band formed by Fe 3d levels exhibits some significant dispersion, leading to a continuous and smoother
DOS at the conduction band edge, instead of the “peakier” DOS obtained there at the HSE06 level. This
indicates a lower effective mass of conduction electrons in the Fe 3+-doped system compared with the
undoped material (the “intrinsic” conduction band edge is flat). The band structures also show a direct
bandgap at the zone centre, indicating that optical transitions can occur without phonon mediation.
The results presented so far suggest that Fe substitution could be promising approach to engineer the
electronic band structure of PMOFs for photocatalytic applications. However, we still need to investigate
whether the absolute positions of the band edges are favourable for the photocatalytic reactions of
interest. In the following sections we will focus on the band alignments, and will also discuss how to
further tune the band gaps.

Figure 2. Electronic density of states, as obtained with the screened hybrid functional HSE06, for a) the “parent”
structure (Al3+,Zn2+)PMOF; b) for the structure with Fe in the porphyrin metal centres, (Al3+,Fe2+)PMOF; c) for the
structure with Fe in the octahedral metal centres, (Fe3+,Zn2+)PMOF; d) for the structure with Fe both in the porphyrin
and the octahedral metal centres, (Fe3+,Fe2+)PMOF; e) for the structure with a mixture of Al and Fe at the octahedral
centres, (Al3+/Fe3+,Zn2+)PMOF, and f) for the structure with a mixture of Al and Fe at the octahedral centres, and Fe in
porphyrin metal centres, (Al3+/Fe3+,Fe2+)PMOF. Positive and negative DOS correspond to α and β spin components,
respectively.

7
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Estimation of the vacuum potential
For a photocatalytic reaction to occur, the material needs to have the correct band gap, as well as the
correct alignment of the bands with respect to the electrode potentials. Investigating this alignment
requires knowledge of the absolute values of the electronic energy levels (i.e. with respect to vacuum).
However, periodic DFT calculations provide only relative values with respect to an internal reference
level, typically the average electron potential in the solid. To solve this problem, Butler et al.53 suggested
a method to estimate the vacuum level in porous structures, based on calculating the potential at
different positions within the pores. A good approximation to the vacuum level is obtained by calculating
the potential along the pores, and choosing a point where the gradient is zero (no electric fields from
atoms in the structure). Since the potential along the pore is periodic and continuous, there will always
be at least two different points (one maximum and one minimum) of zero gradients. To calculate the
vacuum potential level, we chose the zero-gradient point that is farthest apart from the framework atoms.

Figure 3. Electrostatic potential energy at the pore centre, as calculated with HSE06 functional along a) pores
perpendicular to the porphyrin planes (coordinates (x,x,0) in the primitive cell), and b) pores parallel to the porphyrin
plane (coordinates (0.5,0.5,z) in the primitive cell). The vertical dashed line in both figures corresponds to (0.5, 0.5, 0),
which is the point farthest apart from all atoms in the structure and is used to estimate the vacuum potential in this
work. It is represented as large yellow spheres within the PMOF structures in the inset figures (shown in the
conventional cell for clearer visualisation).
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The PMOF structure in our study has large pores perpendicular to the porphyrin planes, which have
centres with coordinates (x,x,0) and intersect other pores parallel to the porphyrin planes, which have
centres with coordinates (0.5, 0.5, z) (all coordinates given here refer to fractional coordinates in the
primitive cells used in the simulation – optimized coordinates for all structures are given in the
Supplementary Information). The calculated electrostatic potential energies along these pore centres are
shown in Figure 3. It is clear that the intersection point (0.5, 0.5, 0) between the two sets of pores is a
zero-gradient point which is a good candidate to represent the vacuum region. We have checked that
this point is the farthest from all the framework atoms (the nearest atom is at ~6.2 Å). Other candidate
points, like (0.5, 0.5, 0.5) (where the symmetrically equivalent pores along (x, 0.5, 0.5) and (0.5, y, 0.5)
intersect), are closer to atoms in the structure (5.2 Å). We therefore take the electrostatic potential at
position (0.5, 0.5, 0) of the primitive cell (which corresponds to positions (0, 0.5, 0) or (0.5, 0, 0) in the
conventional cell) as our “vacuum” reference level, and subtract this values from the calculated energy
levels to put them in an (approximately) absolute scale.
Band alignment with respect to electrode potentials
We will analyse now the suitability of the band positions for the photocatalysis of solar fuel synthesis
from H2O or CO2. The splitting of water molecules generates hydrogen, while the reduction of carbon
dioxide can give rise to various organic fuels, such as methane, methanol, etc. For water splitting to
occur, the band gap must be narrow enough to permit the absorption of large part of the incoming
electromagnetic radiation, but at the same time it has to be wide enough for the band edges to straddle
the redox potentials for water photolysis. 57-59 This means that the valence band edge should be below
the energy of the oxygen evolution reaction (OER):
H2O ↔ 2H+(aq) + ½O2(g) + 2e-,

(1)

while the conduction band edge should be above the energy of the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER):
2H+(aq) + 2e- ↔ H2(g).

(2)

For CO2 conversion reactions, the condition for the semiconductor valence band is the same, but the
relevant reduction reaction to compare the conduction band edge will differ. 60, 61 In Figure 4a we show
the positions, in the vacuum scale, of the energy levels corresponding to the oxidation and reduction
reactions involved in water splitting and in carbon dioxide reduction to produce methane and methanol,
at pH = 7 (potentials at finite pH are shifted from the values at pH = 0, by 2.30×pH×kBT). We also show
the positions of the band edges with respect to the vacuum level for the materials discussed so far.
The parent material (Al3+,Zn2+)PMOF can in principle catalyse both types of reactions (water splitting and
carbon dioxide reduction), since the valence band edge is below the OER level and the conduction band
edge is above the levels for the different reduction reactions. However, the conduction band edge is a bit
too high for the water splitting reaction. The optimum band gap for water splitting photocatalyst is around
2 eV,62 which is the minimum gap that could be used, taking into account the need for additional potential
beyond the 1.23 eV per electron required to drive the oxidation and reduction reactions. Although some
authors quote a wider range for the ideal band gap, e.g. 1.6-2.4 eV,58 losses in real systems mean that
values of at least 2 eV are typically required to drive the reaction. 62
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Figure 4. Band gaps and band edge positions with respect to the vacuum level, as calculated with the screened hybrid
functional HSE06 for a) PMOF with only one element (A = Al or Fe) in the octahedral sites, and b) mixed PMOF with
50% Al and 50% Fe at the octahedral sites. The energy levels corresponding to redox potentials of water splitting and
carbon dioxide reduction reactions producing methane and methanol at pH = 7 are also shown with dotted lines.

Substituting Zn by Fe in the porphyrin centres lowers the band gap, as discussed above, but
unfortunately it does so by raising the absolute position of the valence band edge, which is not desirable
because it pushes that edge above the OER level. On the other hand, substituting Al by Fe in the
octahedral centres lowers the conduction band edge, resulting in band gaps (1.5 eV for (Fe3+,Zn2+)PMOF
and 1.3 eV for (Fe3+,Fe2+)PMOF) that are probably too narrow for simultaneously driving the oxidation
and reduction reactions in water splitting.
While the absolute band edge positions reported here are only approximate due to inherent uncertainties
in our models, it is clear that the band edges are in the desired energy range in the absolute scale. In
fact, deviations from the ideal band edge positions in a semiconductor can be corrected via the
application of a weak bias voltage, which shifts both band edges with respect to the redox levels, as long
as such deviations are small. Therefore, some of the systems discussed above could be already
interesting for applications in photocatalysis of water splitting. However, the band gaps reported in the
materials discussed so far seem to be either a bit too wide or too narrow for water splitting
photocatalysis, therefore a route for further bandgap engineering could be very useful in the design of an
optimal photocatalyst.
Properties of mixed PMOFs with both Al and Fe in octahedral centres
With the aim of finding a material with a band gap closer to the optimal value for water splitting, we have
finally considered systems with mixed (50% Al 3+, 50% Fe3+) occupancy of the octahedral metal centres.
In standard semiconductors, the band gap of mixed compounds varies continuously, although generally
not linearly, between the pure end-members.63, 64 Therefore, any band gap in between that of the pure
systems can be obtained in principle by choosing the appropriate composition, as long as the mixed
composition is thermodynamically stable. This type of band gap engineering has recently been realised
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in some organic semiconductors, despite the stronger localization of their electronic states. 65 It is
therefore interesting to see whether we can obtain an intermediate value of the band gap from mixing the
wide-gap and narrow-gap PMOF materials.

Figure 5: The three symmetrically independent configurations of Fe and Al on the octahedral sites of the PMOF
conventional (orthorhombic) cell.

The high computational cost of screened hybrid functional calculations means that we are restricted to
small simulation cells. The simplest ordered mixed structure with composition (Al3+/Fe3+,M2+)PMOF can
be created by substituting one of the two Al atoms in the primitive cell of the parent structure
(Al3+,M2+)PMOF by an Fe atom. Since the two octahedral sites are equivalent, there is only one
symmetrically independent configuration of Al and Fe distribution in the primitive cell. The next larger cell
is the conventional orthorhombic cell which contains four octahedral sites. There are six ways of
distributing two Fe and two Al atoms over these sites, but only three configurations, which are shown in
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Figure 5, are found to be symmetrically independent (using the SOD program).66 In configurations 1 and
2, Fe and Al alternate along the b direction (perpendicular to the porphyrin planes), within the onedimensional chains of corner-sharing octahedra. In contrast, configuration 3 contains one Al-only chain
and one Fe-only chain. We find that configuration 1 has the lowest energy, but the energy of
configuration 2 is very close (E2-E1 = 20 meV), whereas the energy of configuration 3 is somewhat higher
(E3-E1 = 80 meV). These results indicate that the main factor controlling the stability of the configurations
is the distribution of Fe/Al along the one-dimensional chains of corner-sharing octahedra. Since the
energy differences are small, we cannot assume that the system will exhibit the long-range order of
configuration 1. Instead, there will be an equilibrium distribution of cations, with some tendency to Fe/Al
alternation in the b direction. Mapping the DFT energies into a simple one-dimensional Ising model, we
can estimate that the equilibrium probability of Fe-Al pairs in nearest-neighbour positions at room
temperature is p=73% (see Supplementary Information). Therefore, configurations 1 and 2 (where
p=100%) are better representations of the cation distribution than configuration 3 (where p=0). We
therefore use configuration 1 for the electronic structure and band alignment calculations of the mixed
systems, because that configuration has the additional computational advantage that it can be
represented within the primitive cell (test calculations show that very similar results are obtained using
configuration 2). It is also reassuring that we obtain a very low formation energy (less than 1 kJ per mol
of octahedral metal atom) for the mixed system from the corresponding amounts of the pure compounds,
which suggests that mixed structures should be stable towards phase separation (they would be
stabilised with respect to the pure compounds by the configurational entropy). A more sophisticated and
accurate treatment of the cation distribution would require larger supercells, but that becomes too
computationally expensive at HSE06 level. Representing the mixed system using alternating Fe/Al ions
along the chains of corner-sharing octahedra, even if not a perfect solution, is a good first approximation
to explore the potential for compositional band gap engineering in PMOFs.
We now discussed the electronic structure of the mixed PMOFs. Figure 2e shows that, indeed, the
obtained band gap (1.9 eV) for (Al3+/Fe3+,Zn2+)PMOF is intermediate between that of (Al3+,Zn2+)PMOF
(2.5 eV) and that of (Fe3+,Zn2+)PMOF (1.5 eV). The fact that it is not exactly the average of the values for
the two endmembers, but a bit below, indicates a convex “bowing” of the band gap vs. composition
curve, which is also common for standard semiconductor alloys. 63, 64 Comparing Figure 2e with Figure
2c we see that in the mixed compound the Fe 3d contributions to the DOS are more localized, and closer
to the porphyrin lowest-unoccupied levels, than in the pure Fe compound, leading to a widening of the
gap.
Figure 2f shows the result for the (Al 3+/Fe3+,Fe2+)PMOF. In this case, as expected from our previous
analysis, the valence band edge is contributed by filled Fe 3d levels from Fe2+ in the porphyrin, while the
conduction band has moved to the same intermediate position as in (Al 3+/Fe3+,Zn2+)PMOF.
The alignment of the band edges with the redox potentials for photocatalysis is shown in Figure 4b. In
the case of the (Al3+/Fe3+,Zn2+)PMOF, the band edges are in almost ideal position for water splitting,
while the bandgap is perfect for absorption of visible light, which is a very encouraging result. In the
(Al3+/Fe3+,Fe2+)PMOF system the valence band edge is a bit too high in relation with the O 2/H2O redox
potential. These results suggest that in order to achieve an intrinsic PMOF photocatalyst, it might be
necessary to limit the Fe doping to the octahedral site, while preventing the Fe doping of the porphyrin
site. Although experimentally Fe doping of the PMOF structure has been done at both sites
simultaneously,35 we do not anticipate that selective doping of the octahedral site would be too difficult
an experimental challenge: several studies have demonstrated the viability of post-synthetic modification
of the metal at the porphyrin centre in porphyrin-based MOFs.67-69
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We therefore have identified a PMOF composition exhibiting the ideal band structure and alignment
required for water splitting photocatalysis. Furthermore, the nature of its valence and conduction band
edges are also consistent with the ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT): photons would be absorbed
by the porphyrin unit, and an electron would be excited to the reducible Fe 3+ centres, allowing for
electron-hole separation and potentially long recombination times. At the same time, the porous structure
allows diffusion and access of the reactant molecules to the different sites, decreasing the need for high
charge mobility towards the external surface, as expected for standard semiconductors. It is clear that
this system shows promise as potential photocatalyst for water splitting and merits further investigation.

Conclusions
We have identified the effect that Fe substitutions have in the electronic properties of porphyrin-based
metal organic frameworks. While Fe at the porphyrin metal centre has the effect of raising slightly the
position of the valence band edge by introducing occupied Fe 3d levels above the highest occupied
porphyrin levels, Fe at the octahedral metal node has the ability to lower significantly the position of the
conduction band edge. This is due to the introduction of empty Fe 3d levels below the lowest unoccupied
porphyrin levels. Fe is therefore an ideal dopant to engineer the band structure of these MOFs.
For their potential applications in photocatalysis of water splitting, the original structure with Al in the
octahedral sites and Zn in the porphyrin centres has a band gap that is slightly too wide to take
advantage of visible-light solar radiation, and not enough spatial separation of the highest-occupied and
lowest unoccupied crystal orbitals. On the other hand, the structure with Fe in the octahedral sites has
bandgaps that are too narrow for water splitting photocatalysis, and in particular a too low conduction
band edge to be able to drive the reduction reactions. We have demonstrated that a promising approach
to improve the electronic structure is by partial substitution of Al by Fe at the octahedral sites, while
keeping Zn at the porphyrin centres. Such structures seem to be stable with respect to decomposition
into the pure phases, have a nearly ideal bandgap (1.9 eV) and correct band edge positions for water
splitting photocatalysis, and have well-separated electron and hole localization regions, which could
promote longer exciton recombination times.

Our study shows that with some careful composition

engineering, porphyrin-based MOFs could exhibit intrinsic photocatalytic activity in solar fuel synthesis
reactions.
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Supplementary Information
PBE+U band structures
For the PBE+U band structures and DOS plots of Figure S1, a Γ-centred grid of k-points was used for
integrations in the reciprocal space, where the smallest allowed spacing between k-points was set at
0.2 Å-1, which corresponds to 18 irreducible points in the Brillouin zone. This grid is much denser
that the one used for the HSE06 calculations, where the spacing was 0.5 Å-1 corresponding to only 3
irreducible points.

An additional linear mesh of 6 points along each interval in the high-symmetry paths was employed
to plot the band structures. The reciprocal space coordinates of the high-symmetry Brillouin zone
points are: Γ (0,0,0), S (0,0.5,0), R (0,0.5,0.5), Z (0,0,0.5), Y (-0.5,0.5,0), and T (-0.5,0.5,0.5).

Fe/Al distribution in the octahedral sites: the 1D Ising model
We show here how a 1D Ising model can be used to estimate that the equilibrium probability of FeAl pairs in nearest-neighbour (NN) positions at room temperature is p=73%, as mentioned in the
main text of the manuscript.
We can map the DFT energies of configurations 1 and 3 into an Ising model of the form:
N

E  E0  J   i i 1
i 1

where E0 is a reference energy, J is the coupling constant, N is the cell length of the periodic chain,
and σi represents the occupancy of site i: say σi=1 if the site is occupied by Fe, and σi=-1 if the site is
occupied by Al. We define σN+1= σ1 to impose periodic boundary conditions.
In the PMOF conventional cell, we have two parallel chains of N=2 sites each, so the Ising model can
be written as:

E  E0  2 J 1 2 chain1  1 2 chain2 
Using the above equation for configurations 1 and 3 leads to:

E1  E0  4 J
E3  E0  4 J ,
from where:
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J

E1  E3
 12.5 meV
8

The negative value of the coupling constant reflects the preference for Fe-Al pairs over Fe-Fe or Al-Al
pairs in NN positions.
By noting that

 0 for Fe-Fe or Al-Al pairs
1
1   i i 1   
2
1 for Fe-Al or Al-Fe pairs

it is clear that the probability of NN Fe-Al can be calculated as:

p

1
1
1   i i 1   1   i i 1
2
2



where the <> brackets indicate average over all the NN pairs in an equilibrium system. For the onedimensional Ising model with NN coupling, it is know that:1

 J 

 kT 

 i i 1  tanh 

where k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the equilibration temperature. Therefore:

p

1
 J
1  tanh 

2
 kT

1

 
  1  exp  2 J 


 kT 

Substituting the J value and T=298 K in that expression leads to p=0.73, i.e. nearly three-quarters of
all NN pairs along a chain in the mixed PMOF structure are Fe-Al.
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Figure S1: Electronic band structures and density of states (DOS) calculated using the PBE+U
method for a) the “parent” structure (Al3+,Zn2+)PMOF; b) for the structure with Fe in the porphyrin
metal centres, (Al3+,Fe2+)PMOF; c) for the structure with Fe in the octahedral metal centres,
(Fe3+,Zn2+)PMOF; and d) for the structure with Fe both in the porphyrin and the octahedral metal
centres, (Fe3+,Fe2+)PMOF.
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